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1 Introduction to the Window Tool Kit

The Window Tool Kit allows you to create and access windows, viewports, and bitmaps, and to access the mouse. It supports both character output and graphic output, and it displays characters in a variety of fonts.

Actually there are two Implementations of the Window Tool Kit:

1. The Allegro Window Tool Kit
   It uses the Allegro Common Lisp Graphics of the MacIntosh Computer.

2. The X Window Tool Kit
   It is built upon the CLX (Common Lisp X Windows) - Interface of the MIT. It runs on all machines, which support CLX and Common Lisp. So together with KCL (Kyoto Common Lisp) we have a public domain window system (KCL and CLX are public domain software).

The package "WINDOWS" contains all Window Tool Kit functions.

Sometimes it is necessary to differ the Allegro Window Tool Kit from the X Window Tool Kit. For this purpose the features :atoolkit and :xtoolkit are defined. (See the section "Standard Dispatching Macro Character Syntax" in the Common Lisp Reference Manual for more information on features.)

1.1 Initializing the Window Tool Kit

To use the Window Tool Kit, you must first invoke Lisp. You must then initialize the Window Tool Kit. The function initialize-windows creates a system window that contains the root viewport. The top level of Lisp is still accessible from the window from which you invoked the function.
The syntax for initialize-windows is as follows:

```
initialize-windows [Function]
    &key :height :width :screen-x :screen-y
```

See the function page at the end of this chapter for a detailed description of the keyword arguments.

1.2 Restoring Windows in a Saved Image

If the Window Tool Kit has been initialized and you want to make an image, please first delete the window environment (with function leave-window-system). To restore the state of the windows in the newly saved image, call initialize-windows again and rebuild your window environment.

1.3 Basic Structures

The Window Tool Kit has three basic data structures: positions, extents, and regions.

1.3.1 Positions

A position is a data structure with two fixnum components, x and y. A position is specified in Cartesian coordinates in which the x component is the distance to the right of the origin, and the y component is the distance below the origin.

The following operations are defined for positions:

```
make-position position-x position-y
```

1.3.2 Extents

An extent is a data structure that describes the size of a rectangular area. An extent has two nonnegative fixnum components called width and height.
The following operations are defined for extents:

- `extent-height`
- `extent-width`
- `extentp`
- `make-extent`

### 1.3.3 Regions

A region describes a rectangular area.

The origin of a region is its top-left point. The corner of a region is the point just below and to the right of its bottom-right point.

The Window Tool Kit includes functions for accessing the attributes of a region, for finding the corners of a region, for testing containment and equality for regions, and for testing whether a position is inside a region.

The following operations are defined for regions:

- `make-region`
- `region-contains-point-p`
- `region-contains-position-p`
- `region-corner`
- `region-corner-x`
- `region-corner-y`
- `region-height`
- `region-intersection`
- `region-origin`
- `region-origin-x`
- `region-origin-y`
- `region-size`
- `region-union`
- `region-width`
- `region/=`
- `region<`
- `region<=`
- `region=`
- `region>`
- `region>=`
- `regionp`

### 1.4 Bitmaps

In the Window Tool Kit, all graphic operations are performed either directly or indirectly on **bitmaps**. A bitmap is a rectangular array of bits.

Most bitmaps are created with the function **make-bitmap**. The Window Tool Kit also provides functions for accessing bitmap data structures, for setting the width or height of a bitmap and for copying bitmaps.
The following operations are defined for bitmaps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bitblt</th>
<th>clear-bitmap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bitblt-position</td>
<td>copy-bitmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitblt-region</td>
<td>draw-circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitmap-extent</td>
<td>draw-line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitmap-height</td>
<td>draw-polyline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitmap-p</td>
<td>draw-polypoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitmap-value</td>
<td>make-bitmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitmap-width</td>
<td>stringblt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charblt</td>
<td>with-fast-drawing-environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5 Fonts

A font is a set of character images and an associated font name. Each image specifies what the corresponding character looks like when displayed.

Each character’s image in a font has a width. Some fonts are fixed width, which means that every character has the same width. Other fonts are variable width, which means, for example, that a "W" may be wider than an "i."

Some characters have an ascender, which is the part of the character above the baseline. Some characters, such as "j" and "q," also have a descender, which is the part of the character below the baseline. The height of a character is the combined height of its ascender and descender. The baseline height of a character is the height of just its ascender.
1.5.1 Operations on Fonts

The following operations are defined for fonts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>find-font</th>
<th>font-name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>font-baseline</td>
<td>fontp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>font-fixed-width</td>
<td>string-width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>font-height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.6 Viewports

In the Window Tool Kit, a viewport is a mapping between a region of a bitmap and a region of the screen. The bitmap clipping region is the piece of a bitmap that a viewport views. The screen clipping region is the region of the screen onto which the viewport maps. The screen clipping region and the bitmap clipping region must be the same size.

Whether or not a viewport is actually displayed on the display screen depends on whether the viewport is activated and whether it is occluded (covered up) by other viewports.

The mapping between the bitmap and the screen is as follows: bits in the bitmap that are within the bitmap clipping region are mapped into the viewport's coordinate system by subtracting the origin of the clipping region. These bits are then mapped onto the screen by adding the origin of the viewport's screen clipping region. Bitmap positions that are outside of the bitmap clipping region are undefined under this mapping. Similarly, if a bitmap position maps onto a screen position that is occluded by another viewport, the screen position of the bit is undefined.

Whenever the mouse position lies on top of an unoccluded portion of some viewport, the inverse mapping carries it back to some point of that viewport's corresponding bitmap.
You can reshape viewports and move them around on the screen.

1.6.1 Creating a Viewport

The following function creates a viewport:

\[ \text{make-viewport} \]

1.6.2 The Viewport Hierarchy

Viewports are arranged in a hierarchy that controls occlusion. The root of the hierarchy is the **root viewport**, which is created when the Window Tool Kit is initialized. The function **root-viewport** returns the root viewport. The root viewport is a viewport onto a special bitmap that requires less memory but has limited capabilities. You cannot modify the bits of this special bitmap in any way without signaling an error. The root viewport covers the entire screen. All other viewports occlude the root viewport.

Every viewport except the root viewport has a **parent viewport**. A viewport does not need to lie within its parent's region.

All viewports that are children of one viewport are called **sibling viewports**. They may overlap on the screen.

Sibling viewports are arranged in a stack. The function **viewport-children** returns a list of a viewport’s children in the order that they appear in the sibling stack, with the sibling at the top of the stack appearing at the beginning of the list. The function **expose-viewport** moves a viewport to the top of its sibling stack. The function **hide-viewport** moves a viewport to the bottom of its sibling stack.

A viewport may be either active or inactive. A viewport is displayed on the screen only if it is active. A viewport that is inactive is still in the viewport hierarchy, but it is not displayed. If a viewport is inactive, none of its descendants are active.
If two active viewports overlap on the screen, the following rules determine which viewport occludes the other:

- A viewport occludes all of its ancestor viewports.
- If two viewports are siblings, then the viewport that is closest to the top of the sibling stack and all of its descendants occlude the viewport that is farther down and all of its descendants.

### 1.6.3 Accessing Viewport Data Structures

The following operations are defined for viewports:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>activate-viewport</td>
<td>viewport-bitmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deactivate-viewport</td>
<td>viewport-bitmap-offset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expose-viewport</td>
<td>viewport-bitmap-region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hide-viewport</td>
<td>viewport-bitmap-z-offset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move-viewport</td>
<td>viewport-bitmap-y-offset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reshape-viewport</td>
<td>viewport-children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root-viewport</td>
<td>viewport-parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viewport-at-point</td>
<td>viewport-screen-region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viewport-at-position</td>
<td>viewportp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any function that takes a bitmap argument can be passed a viewport argument. The function is then performed on the viewport's bitmap.

### 1.7 Bitmap Output Streams

Because both input and output in Common Lisp are stream oriented, the Window Tool Kit provides a stream-oriented interface to bitmaps, the **bitmap output stream**, which is an output stream that supports all the Common Lisp character output functions.

Each bitmap output stream maintains an output position that specifies the next available position for writing to the bitmap. You can modify this position.
Each bitmap output stream also maintains a current font and a current linefeed distance. The linefeed distance of a stream is initially the character height of the initial font. If the user does not specify a font, the value of the variable *default-font* becomes the initial font.

A bitmap output stream has a default operation for combining new bits with bits already in the bitmap. This operation can be any of the 16 boolean constants that can be the first argument to the function boole. **Note**: For the Allegro Window Tool Kit only the following operations are defined: boole-1, boole-and, boole-andc1, boole-cl, boole-eqv, boole-ior, boole-orc1, boole-xor.

The default value is the value of the constant boole-xor. (See the chapter "Numbers" in the Common Lisp Reference Manual for more information on boole.)

The following operations are defined for bitmap output streams:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bitmap-output-stream-p</td>
<td>stream-linefeed-distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make-bitmap-output-stream</td>
<td>stream-operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stream-current-font</td>
<td>stream-position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stream-draw-circle</td>
<td>stream-z-position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stream-draw-line</td>
<td>stream-y-position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stream-draw-polyline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A bitmap output stream can be used as the stream argument in any of the following functions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wclear-output</td>
<td>wprintl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wfinish-output</td>
<td>wprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wforce-output</td>
<td>wterpri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wformat</td>
<td>wwrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wfresh-line</td>
<td>wwrite-char</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wpprint</td>
<td>wwrite-string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wprinc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The syntax of these functions is similar to the syntax of the related Common Lisp Functions.
(See the chapter "Streams" in the Common Lisp Reference Manual for more information on Common Lisp streams.)

Any function that takes a bitmap argument can be passed a bitmap output stream. The operation is performed on the bitmap output stream’s underlying bitmap.

1.7.1 Using the Mouse

The Window Tool Kit provides several ways in which the mouse can be accessed and used in programs. These include polling the mouse, queuing mouse events, and specifying active regions.

1.7.2 The Mouse Cursor

The position of the mouse is indicated on the screen by a mouse cursor. Mouse cursors are manipulated by using mouse cursor objects, which are specifications of mouse cursors.

The following functions access mouse cursor objects:

| current-mouse-cursor | mouse-cursor-p |

The function current-mouse-cursor returns the mouse cursor object that is currently tracking the mouse on the screen. The setf macro can be used with current-mouse-cursor to change the cursor.
In addition, the following form allows you to move the cursor:

```
move-mouse (Does not work for the Allegro Window Tool Kit.)
```

1.7.3 Polling the Mouse

The most basic way to access the mouse is polling—that is, having a program examine the current state of the mouse. The following functions provide information about the position of the mouse:

```
mouse-x   mouse-y
```

The functions `mouse-x` and `mouse-y` return the current x- and y-coordinates of the mouse, which are specified in terms of the root viewport. A mouse with two buttons has only a left button and right button, and the middle button is undefined. If you use the Allegro Window Tool Kit, you get the middle mouse button by pressing the control key and the mouse key together and the right button by pressing the alternate key and the mouse key together.

1.7.4 Handling Mouse Events

Queuing `mouse` events is a more versatile way to access the mouse.

A `mouse` event occurs when the mouse is moved or when one of its buttons is pressed or released. Mouse events recognized by the Window Tool Kit are the following:

```
:mouse-left-down       :mouse-right-up
:mouse-middle-down     :mouse-enter-region
:mouse-right-down      :mouse-exit-region
:mouse-left-up         :mouse-move
:mouse-middle-up
```
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The meaning of each mouse event is summarized below:

- :mouse-left-down
  :mouse-middle-down
  :mouse-right-down
  The corresponding button has been pressed.

- :mouse-left-up
  :mouse-middle-up
  :mouse-right-up
  The corresponding button has been released.

- :mouse-enter-region
  :mouse-exit-region
  The mouse has entered or exited an active region. (Active regions are discussed in the next subsection.)

- :mouse-moved
  The mouse has been moved.

If your mouse has only two buttons, the two mouse events :mouse-middle-down and :mouse-middle-up cannot occur.

A mouse event object is a special data structure that is used to encode mouse events. A mouse event object specifies what mouse event has occurred, where the mouse was when the event occurred, and which buttons were pushed at the time.

The following operations are defined for mouse event objects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mouse-event-event-type</th>
<th>mouse-event-y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mouse-event-x</td>
<td>mouse-event-p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special input streams called mouse input streams can queue both character input and mouse event objects. Characters typed at the terminal and mouse events are queued on a mouse input stream in the order in which they occur.
The following functions create and access mouse input streams:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{make-mouse-input-stream} \\
\text{mouse-input-stream-p} \\
\text{mouse-input-stream-queue-mouse-events-p} \\
\text{mouse-input-stream-viewport}
\end{align*}
\]

When a mouse event occurs, the value of the function \texttt{mouse-input} is examined; it must be a mouse input stream. You cannot read from a mouse input stream unless the stream is the value of \texttt{mouse-input}. If the value of the expression \((\text{mouse-input-stream-queue-mouse-events-p (mouse-input)})\) is true, then a mouse event object encoding the mouse event is created and queued on the stream. Otherwise the mouse event is ignored, and no mouse event object is created. The \texttt{setf} macro can be used with the function \texttt{mouse-input} to modify the mouse input stream to which mouse input is sent.

Each mouse input stream is associated with a particular viewport. The values of the functions \texttt{mouse-event-x} and \texttt{mouse-event-y} for mouse event objects queued on a mouse input stream are relative to the origin of that viewport.

The following operations are defined for mouse input streams:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{listen-any} & \quad \text{unread-any} \\
\text{read-any-no-hang} & \quad \text{read-any} \\
\text{peek-any}
\end{align*}
\]
These five functions are similar to the Common Lisp functions listen, peek-char, read-char, read-char-no-hang, and unread-char respectively. (See the chapter "Input/Output" in the Common Lisp Reference Manual for more information.) They differ from their Common Lisp analogues in that they check the input stream for both mouse event objects and characters.

1.8 Active Regions

Specifying active regions is a third way to access the mouse. Active regions facilitate the creation of menus, scroll bars, and other display objects that interact with the mouse.

An active region is a region that can be attached to a bitmap and that causes that region of the bitmap to become mouse sensitive. If that region of the bitmap is displayed on the display screen and the mouse enters or leaves that region of the screen, the Window Tool Kit's mouse handler calls a method specified by the active region. Similarly, if a mouse event occurs while the mouse is inside an active region displayed on the screen, a method specified by the active region is called.

The following operations are defined for active regions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>active-region-bitmap</th>
<th>bitmap-active-regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>active-region-method</td>
<td>clear-bitmap-active-regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active-region-p</td>
<td>detach-active-region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attach-active-region</td>
<td>make-active-region</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any function that can be passed a region can be passed an active region instead.
When a mouse event occurs, the process handling the mouse determines which mouse methods, if any, are invoked. First, the viewport containing the mouse is found. Then, if the viewport's bitmap contains any active regions, they are searched. If the mouse's projected position on the viewport's bitmap is such that it falls inside one or more active regions, then the following rules apply:

- If the mouse has exited an active region, the active region’s exit method is invoked.
- If the mouse has entered an active region, the active region’s entry method is invoked.
- If the mouse is inside one or more active regions, each active region’s method for the event is invoked.

The method is called with the following sequence of arguments:

- The viewport on which the mouse event occurred
- The active region
- The mouse event
- The x-coordinate of the position on which the mouse event occurred
- The y-coordinate of the position on which the mouse event occurred

The x- and y-coordinates are given relative to the origin of the active region’s bitmap.

For all mouse events except :mouse-exit-region, the x-coordinate and y-coordinate arguments specify a position inside the active region. For :mouse-exit-region, the specified position lies outside the active region; it may also lie outside the bitmap.

You can use the macro with-mouse-methods-preempted to force the Window Tool Kit to ignore all active regions or to ignore all active regions except those attached to a specific bitmap.
Normally, active region methods and interrupt character methods are executed in the order that they occur, and no method is executed until the code for the previous method has finished. You can use the macro \texttt{with-asynchronous-method-invocation-allowed} inside a method to allow the execution of other methods before that method has finished execution.

1.9 Windows

A \textit{window} is a composite object that combines the functionality of a bitmap, a viewport, a bitmap output stream, and a mouse input stream. Any function that takes one of these as an argument can take a window as an argument.

The predicates \texttt{viewportp}, \texttt{bitmap-output-stream-p}, and \texttt{mouse-input-stream-p} are true for a window.

Windows are included in the viewport hierarchy and, like viewports, are mappings from a bitmap onto the screen. A window can have a border and a title. The border consists of two parts: a black strip around the edge of the window and a white strip inside the black strip.

The window’s viewport and bitmap output stream write onto the area inside the border.

1.9.1 Scroll Bars

You can create windows with two scroll bars by using the options provided for the function \texttt{make-window}. Scroll bars do the following:

They indicate what portion of the bitmap is inside the viewport’s bitmap clipping region.

They let you move the bitmap clipping region with the mouse.

Scroll bars are generally used when a window’s bitmap is larger than the bitmap clipping region of the window’s viewport. When this is the case, you see only a portion of the bitmap at a time.
Scroll bars are two gray bars—a vertical bar that appears on the right-hand side of the window and a horizontal bar that appears at the bottom of the window. The top and bottom edges of the vertical scroll bar represent the top and bottom edges of the bitmap respectively. Similarly, the left and right edges of the horizontal scroll bar represent the left and right edges of the bitmap respectively.

Within each of the two scroll bars is a "bubble". This bubble represents the position of the bitmap clipping region within the bitmap. If the bubble is near the top of the vertical scroll bar, then the visible portion of the bitmap is near the top of the bitmap. If the bubble is near the center of the horizontal scroll bar, then the visible portion of the bitmap is about halfway between the right and left edges of the bitmap.

Scroll bars are mouse sensitive. You can move the bitmap clipping region by moving the mouse onto the right or bottom scroll bar. When you move the mouse onto a scroll bar, the mouse cursor changes. The new cursor indicates that you can now use the mouse to move the bitmap clipping region.

Once you move the mouse off either of the scroll bars, the mouse cursor changes back to its former shape.

1.9.2 Operations on Windows

The following operations are defined for windows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>make-window</th>
<th>window-title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>window-frame</td>
<td>window-title-font</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>window-horizontal-scroll-ratio</td>
<td>window-vertical-scroll-ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>window-inner-border-width</td>
<td>windowwp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>window-outer-border-width</td>
<td>windows-available-p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.9.3 Keyboard Input and Interrupt Characters

When a character is typed at the keyboard, that character is sent to the mouse input stream that is the value of the function keyboard-input. The setf macro can be used to modify the mouse input stream to which characters typed at the keyboard are sent.
Each mouse input stream can have a set of interrupt characters associated with it. When they are typed to the mouse input stream, these interrupt characters do not get queued on the stream. Instead, the Window Tool Kit immediately calls the function that is associated with that character.

The function `mouse-input-stream-interrupt-char` accesses the function that is called when a character is typed to a mouse input stream. Its syntax is the following:

```
mouse-input-stream-interrupt-char  [Function]
mouse-input-stream char
```

This function returns `nil` if the `char` argument is not an interrupt character on the stream `mouse-input-stream`.

The `setf` macro can be used with `mouse-input-stream-interrupt-char` to modify a character's interrupt function. If you set the value to `nil`, the character is no longer an interrupt character. If you set the value to a function, the character becomes an interrupt character on that mouse input stream.

When an interrupt character is typed on the mouse input stream, the corresponding function is called with these two arguments:

- The mouse input stream that received the character.
- The character.

Normally, active region methods and interrupt character methods are executed in the order that they occur, and no method is executed until the code for the previous method has finished. You can use the macro `with-asynchronous-method-invocation-allowed` inside a method to allow the execution of other methods before that method has finished execution.

1.10 Pop-Up Menus

A pop-up menu is a viewport that is displayed temporarily on the screen and that offers you a set of options. You can either select one of the options by placing the mouse over that item and clicking the right button or make no choice by moving the mouse off the menu. In either case, the pop-up menu then disappears.
This process is divided into two steps. The function \texttt{make-pop-up-menu} creates a new pop-up menu object. When the function \texttt{pop-up-menu-choose} is passed a pop-up menu object, that menu appears on the screen near the current location of the mouse. The function returns a value that depends on what you choose from the menu. A pop-up menu object can be passed repeatedly to the function \texttt{pop-up-menu-choose}.

The following operations are defined for pop-up menus:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
\texttt{make-pop-up-menu} & \texttt{pop-up-menu-p} \\
\texttt{pop-up-menu-choose} & \\
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
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activate-viewport, deactivate-viewport

Purpose:
The function **activate-viewport** makes the specified viewport and all of its ancestors active. If the key *activate-children* is non-nil, then all of the viewport’s descendants are also made active.

The function **deactivate-viewport** makes the specified viewport and all of its descendants inactive. The viewport viewport maintains its position in the display stack of its siblings. However, the viewport and its descendants do not appear on the screen until they are reactivated.

Syntax:

```lisp
(activate-viewport viewport &key activate-children)  [Function]
(deactivate-viewport viewport)  [Function]
```

Remarks:
If a viewport is active, all of its ancestors are active. If a viewport is inactive, all of its descendants are inactive.

If **deactivate-viewport** tries to deactivate a viewport that is already inactive, nothing happens.

If **activate-viewport** tries to activate a viewport that is already active, nothing happens.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.
active-region-bitmap

Purpose:

The function active-region-bitmap returns the bitmap to which the argument active-region is attached. If active-region is not attached to a bitmap, it returns nil.

Syntax:

active-region-bitmap

[Function]
active-region

Remarks:

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
active-region-method

Purpose:
The function active-region-method accesses the method that is called when a mouse event occurs inside an active region or when the mouse enters or leaves an active region. The function returns nil if no method is associated with the event.

Syntax:

active-region-method [Function]
active-region event-name

Remarks:
The setf method for this function updates the appropriate method. If you set the value to nil, no method is called when the corresponding mouse event occurs.

The method is called with the following sequence of arguments:

- The viewport on which the mouse event occurred
- The active region
- The mouse event
- The x-coordinate of the position on which the mouse event occurred
- The y-coordinate of the position on which the mouse event occurred

The x- and y-coordinates are given relative to the origin of the active region's bitmap. For all mouse events except :mouse-exit-region, the x-coordinate and y-coordinate arguments specify a position inside the active region. For :mouse-exit-region, the specified position lies outside the active region; it may also lie outside the bitmap.
If the mouse's projected position on the viewport's bitmap falls inside one or more active regions, the following methods are invoked in the order given:

- If the mouse has exited an active region, the active region's exit method is invoked.
- If the mouse has entered an active region, the active region's entry method is invoked.
- If the mouse is inside one or more active regions, each active region's method for the event is invoked.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
active-region-p

Purpose:
The predicate active-region-p tests whether its argument object is an active region. It returns true if object is an active region.

Syntax:

\[
\text{active-region-p} \quad \text{[Function]}
\]

\[
\text{object}
\]

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
attach-active-region, detach-active-region, 
bitmap-active-regions, clear-bitmap-active-regions

Purpose:

The function **attach-active-region** attaches an active region to a bitmap.

The function **detach-active-region** detaches an active region from its bitmap.

The function **bitmap-active-regions** returns a list of all the active regions that are attached to a bitmap.

The function **clear-bitmap-active-regions** detaches all active regions that are attached to a bitmap.

Syntax:

```
attach-active-region [Function]
  bitmap active-region

detach-active-region [Function]
  active-region

bitmap-active-regions [Function]
  bitmap

clear-bitmap-active-regions [Function]
  bitmap
```

Remarks:

When you attempt to attach an active region to a bitmap, the active region must be located in the bitmap.

If **detach-active-region** is called with an active region that is not attached to a bitmap, nothing happens.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.
bitblt, bitblt-position, bitblt-region

Purpose:

The function bitblt copies regions from one bitmap to another.

The function bitblt-position is similar to bitblt, except that the locations in each bitmap are expressed as positions rather than as x- and y-coordinates.

The function bitblt-region is similar to bitblt, except that the arguments explicitly specify the source and destination regions.

Syntax:

bitblt [Function]
source-bitmap source-x source-y
destination-bitmap destination-x destination-y
width height operation
&key :clipping-region

bitblt-position [Function]
source-bitmap source-position
destination-bitmap destination-position
width height operation
&key :clipping-region

bitblt-region [Function]
source-bitmap source-region
destination-bitmap destination-region
operation

Remarks:

The arguments source-bitmap and destination-bitmap specify the bitmap from which the copying is performed and the bitmap to which the copying is done respectively. They may be the same bitmap.
The source-bitmap region that is copied is specified by one of the following:

- The source-x, source-y, width, and height arguments of bitblt. The source-x and source-y arguments specify the x- and y-coordinates respectively of the region's origin. The width and height arguments specify the region's width and height respectively.

- The source-position, width, and height arguments of bitblt-position. The source-position argument specifies the position of the region's origin. The width and height arguments specify the region's width and height respectively.

- The source-region argument of bitblt-region.

The destination-bitmap region that is to be modified is specified by one of the following:

- The destination-x, destination-y, width, and height arguments of bitblt. The destination-x and destination-y arguments specify the x- and y-coordinates respectively of the region's origin. The width and height arguments specify the region's width and height respectively.

- The destination-position, width, and height arguments of bitblt-position. The destination-position argument specifies the position of the region's origin. The width and height arguments specify the region's width and height respectively.

- The destination-region argument of bitblt-region.

Each position in the source bitmap region is combined with the corresponding position in the destination bitmap region, and the result is stored in the destination bitmap. The new value of the destination bitmap is the value returned when the function boole is applied to these three arguments: the operation argument, the value of the bit at the source bitmap position, and the value of the bit at the destination bitmap position. Note: For the Allegro Window Tool Kit only the following operations are defined: boole-1, boole-and, boole-andc1, boole-c1, boole-eqv, boole-ior, boole-orc1, boole-xor.
The keyword argument :clipping-region specifies a region of the destination bitmap. If this keyword argument is given, only the region of the destination region that is located inside the clipping region is modified.

If the source-region and destination-region arguments of bitblt-region are different widths, the width of the region that is actually copied is the smaller of the two. Similarly, if the source-region and destination-region arguments have different heights, the height of the region that is copied is the smaller of the two.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.
bitmap-extent, bitmap-height, bitmap-width

Purpose:
The functions access and modify information about a bitmap.
The function `bitmap-extent` creates a copy of a bitmap’s extent.
The function `bitmap-height` returns the height of a bitmap.
The function `bitmap-width` returns the width of a bitmap.

Syntax:

```
bitmap-extent          [Function]
    bitmap &optional result-extent

bitmap-height          [Function]
    bitmap

bitmap-width           [Function]
    bitmap
```

Remarks:

If a `result-extent` argument is specified for `bitmap-extent`, that extent is modified to the output extent and then returned. Otherwise a new extent is created and returned.

You can use the `setf` macro with these functions. Increasing the width or height of a bitmap causes new area to appear at its boundaries. Decreasing the width or height may cause loss of data.
These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

Examples:

```lisp
> (setq my-bitmap (make-bitmap :width 100 :height 200))
#<Bitmap 100x200 25F391>
> (bitmap-extent my-bitmap)
#<Extent 100x200 25F7A7>
> (bitmap-height my-bitmap)
200
> (bitmap-width my-bitmap)
100
;; Create a 0x0 extent.
> (setq empty-extent (make-extent))
#<Extent 0x0 25F84C>
;; Copy the extent of my-bitmap into empty-extent.
> (bitmap-extent my-bitmap empty-extent)
#<Extent 100x200 25F84C>
;; Now look at the value of empty-extent.
> empty-extent
#<Extent 100x200 25F84C>
```
bitmap-output-stream-p

Purpose:
The predicate `bitmap-output-stream-p` tests whether its argument `object` is a bitmap output stream. It returns true if `object` is a bitmap output stream.

Syntax:
```
(bitmap-output-stream-p object)
```

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:
```
> (bitmap-output-stream-p (make-bitmap-output-stream))
T
> (bitmap-output-stream-p 7)
NIL
```
bitmap-p

Purpose:
The predicate bitmap-p tests whether its argument object is a bitmap. It returns true if object is a bitmap.

Syntax:

```
bitmap-p
    object
```

[Function]

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:
```
> (bitmap-p (make-bitmap :height 100 :width 200))
T
> (bitmap-p 7)
NIL
```
**bitmap-value**

**Purpose:**

The function `bitmap-value` returns the value of a bitmap's point at a given x-y coordinate.

**Syntax:**

```
bitmap-value [Function]
    bitmap x y
```

**Remarks:**

The result is either 0 or 1.

You can use the `setf` macro with this function to set the value of a point in a bitmap.

**Note:** This function is not yet defined for the X Window Tool Kit!

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

**Examples:**

```
;; Create a 100x200 bitmap.
> (setq bmp (make-bitmap :width 100 :height 200))
#<Bitmap 600,200 AEC35B>
;; Look at the value of a point.
> (bitmap-value bmp 23 56)
0
;; Set the point to one.
> (setf (bitmap-value bmp 23 56) 1)
1
;; Look at the value of that point.
> (bitmap-value bmp 23 56)
1
```
charblt, stringblt

Purpose:
The function charblt paints a character image from a font onto a bitmap.
The function stringblt paints a string of character images from a font onto a bitmap.

Syntax:

charblt [Function]
bitmap position font char &key :operation

stringblt [Function]
bitmap position font string &key :operation

Remarks:
The :operation keyword argument controls how the font is painted onto the bitmap. The new value of the destination bitmap is the value returned by applying the function boole to these three arguments: the :operation argument, the value of the font’s bit, and the value of the destination bitmap position. If the :operation keyword argument is omitted or nil, the default value is the value of boole-1. This default value causes the bits of the font’s bitmap to overwrite whatever was previously on the bitmap. Note: For the Allegro Window Tool Kit only the following operations are defined: boole-1, boole-and, boole-andcl, boole-c1, boole-eqv, boole-ior, boole-orc1, boole-xor.

The position argument specifies the position at which the character or characters are output. The first character is aligned so that the left-most point of its baseline is at the point given by the position argument.

The function stringblt cannot handle tabs and other characters that have an ambiguous print representation. It can handle newline and space characters.
These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

See Also:

bitblt
clear-bitmap

Purpose:
The function clear-bitmap clears a bitmap. That is, the value of every point in the bitmap is set to 0.

Syntax:

```
clear-bitmap
    bitmap &optional region
```

[Function]

Remarks:
If a region argument is specified, only that region of the bitmap is cleared. Otherwise the entire bitmap is cleared.
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

;; Create a 10x10 bitmap.
> (setq bmp (make-bitmap :width 10 :height 10))
#<Bitmap 10x10 596D5D>
;; Put ones on the diagonal of the bitmap.
> (dotimes (i 10) (setf (bitmap-value bmp i i) 1))
NIL
;; A point on the diagonal has a value of one.
> (bitmap-value bmp 3 3)
1
;; A point not on the diagonal has a value of zero.
> (bitmap-value bmp 3 2)
0
;; Clear a region of the bitmap.
> (clear-bitmap bmp (make-region :z 2 :y 2 :height 3 :width 3))
#<Bitmap 10x10 596D5D>
;; Look at a diagonal point that was cleared.
> (bitmap-value bmp 3 3)
0
;; Look at a diagonal point that was not cleared.
> (bitmap-value bmp 9 9)
1
copy-bitmap

Purpose:
The function copy-bitmap copies a bitmap.

Syntax:

    copy-bitmap
    bitmap

Remarks:
The original bitmap and the copy can be modified without affecting each other.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

;; Create a 100x200 bitmap.
> (make-bitmap :height 100 :width 200)
#<Bitmap 200x100 5D95EE>
;; Make a copy of the bitmap.
> (copy-bitmap *)
#<Bitmap 200x100 5D9937>
current-mouse-cursor

Purpose:
The function current-mouse-cursor returns the mouse cursor object that is currently tracking the mouse on the display screen.

Syntax:

\begin{verbatim}
current-mouse-cursor [Function]
\end{verbatim}

Remarks:

You can use the macro setf with this function to modify the mouse cursor object that is tracking the mouse.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
Purpose:
The value of the variable *default-font* is used as a default value by the functions make-bitmap-output-stream and make-window.

Syntax: *default-font* [Variable]

Remarks:
This variable is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:
;; Create a bitmap output stream.
;; Do not give an :initial-font keyword argument.
> (make-bitmap-output-stream :width 100 :height 200)
_PKG Stream to _<Pixmap 100x200 1A45D8> 1A49E0_Pk>
;; Check to see that the stream’s font is *default-font*.
> (> (stream-current-font *) *default-font*)
T

See Also:
find-font
delete-viewport

Purpose:
The function delete-viewport deletes a viewport or window and removes it from the viewport hierarchy. The viewport’s resources can then be garbage collected if no user-defined data structures refer to the viewport.

Syntax:

    delete-viewport          [Function]
      viewport

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
**draw-circle, draw-line, draw-polyline, draw-polypoint**

**Purpose:**

The function *draw-circle* draws a circle whose center is the position *center* and whose radius is *radius*.

The function *draw-line* draws a line segment from the position *start* to the position *end*.

The function *draw-polyline* takes a sequence of positions *positions* and connects each adjacent pair.

The function *draw-polypoint* takes a sequence of positions *positions* and draws a dot at each one.

**Syntax:**

```
draw-circle
  (bitmap center radius
    &key :width :operation)

[Function]
draw-circle draw-line
   (bitmap start end
    &key :width :operation)

[Function]
draw-circle draw-polyline
   (bitmap positions
    &key :width :operation)

[Function]
draw-circle draw-polypoint
   (bitmap positions
    &key :width :operation)

[Function]
```

**Remarks:**

Note: The function *draw-line* is not exported from the X Window Tool Kit, when KCL (Kyoto Common Lisp) is used! Please refer to it with windows::draw-line.
If the :width keyword argument is given, it defines the line width that is used for drawing the line segments and circles. For draw-polypoint, the :width argument specifies the diameter of the dot. For draw-circle, the border is drawn so that its outer edge is at the specified radius; the width must be less than or equal to the radius. If the :width keyword argument is omitted or nil, the default value 1 is used.

The :operation keyword value is used to control how the values that are being written onto the bitmap combine with the values that are already present. If this keyword argument is omitted or nil, the default value is the value of the constant boole-1 this default value causes the values that are being written onto the bitmap to overwrite whatever was already on the bitmap.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.
expose-viewport, hide-viewport

Purpose:

The function expose-viewport moves a viewport to the top of its sibling stack. Nothing happens if the viewport is already at the top of the stack.

The function hide-viewport moves a viewport to the bottom of its sibling stack. Nothing happens if the viewport is already at the bottom of the stack.

Syntax:

```lisp
(expose-viewport viewport) [Function]

(hide-viewport viewport) [Function]
```

Remarks:

In complex hierarchies, expose-viewport may not place the viewport on the screen unoccluded because it may be occluded by its children, or because its parent may be occluded.

If two active viewports overlap on the screen, the following rules determine which viewport occludes the other:

- A viewport occludes all of its ancestor viewports.
- If two viewports are siblings, then the viewport that is closest to the top of the sibling stack and all of its descendants occlude the viewport that is farther down and all of its descendants.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

See Also:

viewport-children
extent-height, extent-width

Purpose:
The function \texttt{extent-height} returns the height of an extent.
The function \texttt{extent-width} returns the width of an extent.

Syntax:

\begin{verbatim}
extent-height [Function]
  extent
extent-width [Function]
  extent
\end{verbatim}

Remarks:
You can use the \texttt{setf} macro with these functions to modify the height and width of an extent.
These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

Examples:
\begin{verbatim}
> (setq x (make-extent 100 200))
#<Extent 100x200 1A4D04>
> (extent-height x)
200
> (setf (extent-width x) 300)
300
> x
#<Extent 300x200 1A4D04>
\end{verbatim}
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**extentp**

**Purpose:**

The predicate **extentp** tests whether its argument **object** is an extent. It returns true if **object** is an extent.

**Syntax:**

```
extentp
  object
```

**Remarks:**

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

**Examples:**

```
> (extentp (make-extent))
T
> (extentp 7)
NIL
```
find-font

Purpose:

The function find-font finds the font whose name is the name argument and returns that font. The function returns nil if it cannot find a font with that name.

Syntax:

find-font [Function]

name

Remarks:

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
font-baseline, font-height, font-fixed-width

Purpose:

The function `font-baseline` returns the baseline height of a font. This number is the baseline height of every character in the font.

The function `font-height` returns the height of a font. This number is the height of every character in the font.

The function `font-fixed-width` returns the width of every character in a font if the font is a fixed-width font; otherwise it returns nil.

Syntax:

```
font-baseline  [Function]
   font
font-height   [Function]
   font
font-fixed-width [Function]
   font
```

Remarks:

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

See Also:

`find-font`
font-name

Purpose:
The function font-name returns the name of a font.

Syntax:

    font-name
        font
        [Function]

Remarks:
Note: The function font-name is not exported from the X Window Tool Kit, when KCL (Kyoto Common Lisp) is used! Please refer to it with windows::font-name.
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:

    find-font
fontp

Purpose:
The predicate fontp tests whether its argument object is a font. It returns true if object is a font.

Syntax:

    fontp object

[Function]

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

    > (fontp *default-font*)
    T
    > (fontp ?)
    NIL
initialize-windows

Purpose:
The function initialize-windows initializes the Window Tool Kit.

Syntax:

initialize-windows
&key :height :width :screen-x :screen-y

[Function]

Remarks:
You must call the function initialize-windows to initialize the window system.

The keyword arguments :height and :width specify the size of the usable portion of the system window that will be the root viewport. Because the usable portion does not include the window border and legend, the size of the created system window will be larger than the specified size. The :width and :height keywords both default as the maximum width and the maximum height.

The keyword arguments :screen-x and :screen-y specify the position of the upper left corner of the usable portion of the system window.

If you try to initialize the Window Tool Kit but it has already been initialized, nothing happens.

If the Window Tool Kit has been initialized and you want to make an image, please first delete the window environment (with function leave-window-system). To restore the state of the windows in the newly saved image, call initialize-windows again and rebuild your window environment.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:
leave-window-system
keyboard-input

Purpose:
The function keyboard-input determines where keyboard input is sent. Any character typed at the keyboard is sent to the mouse input stream that is the value of this function.

Syntax:

    keyboard-input

[Function]

Remarks:
The setf macro can be used with this function to change the stream to which keyboard input is sent. The second argument to setf must be a mouse input stream.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
leave-window-system

Purpose:
The function leave-window-system exits the Window Tool Kit.

Syntax:

leave-window-system

[Function]

Remarks:
If you exit the window environment by calling leave-window-system, you cannot return to it. If you wish to use the Window Tool Kit after calling this function, you must set up new windows by invoking initialize-windows.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:
initialize-windows
listen-any

Purpose:

The predicate listen-any is true if a character or mouse event object can be read from the given mouse input stream; otherwise it is false.

Syntax:

listen-any [Function]

&optional mouse-input-stream

Remarks:

Note: For the X Window Tool Kit the input functions may return keywords like :escape, :meta-a, or :fl instead of characters.

The argument mouse-input-stream specifies a mouse input stream. If this argument is omitted or nil, the mouse input stream that is the value of the function mouse-input is used. If the mouse-input-stream argument is t, the mouse input stream that is the value of the function keyboard-input is used.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:

keyboard-input
mouse-input
peek-any
read-any
read-any-no-hang
Purpose:

The function `make-active-region` creates an active region for the region `region`; as an option it can attach that active region to a bitmap.

Syntax:

```
```

Remarks:

The `:bitmap` keyword argument is the bitmap to which this active region should be attached. If this keyword argument is omitted or nil, then the active region is not attached to any bitmap. Later it may be attached to a bitmap by using the function `attach-active-region`.

The rest of the keyword arguments specify the methods for each of the nine types of mouse events. The value of each keyword argument must be a function of five arguments. The method is called whenever the corresponding mouse event occurs inside the created active region.

If a mouse event keyword argument is omitted or nil, no method is associated with the mouse event. No function is called when the mouse event occurs inside the created active region.
The method is called with the following sequence of arguments:

- The viewport on which the mouse event occurred
- The active region
- The mouse event
- The x-coordinate of the position on which the mouse event occurred
- The y-coordinate of the position on which the mouse event occurred

The x- and y-coordinates are given relative to the origin of the active region's bitmap.

For all mouse events except `mouse-exit-region`, the x-coordinate and y-coordinate arguments specify a position inside the active region. For `mouse-exit-region`, the specified position lies outside the active region; it may also lie outside the bitmap.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:

`attach-active-region`
make-bitmap

Purpose:
The function make-bitmap creates a bitmap.

Syntax:

```lisp
(make-bitmap &key :extent :width :height)  [Function]
```

Remarks:

Note: The function make-bitmap is not exported from the Allegro Window Tool Kit! Please refer to it with windows::make-bitmap.

The width and height of the bitmap are specified by using the :width and :height keyword arguments or by supplying an extent with the :extent keyword argument. Note: For the Allegro Window Tool Kit the maximum width is ccl:*screen-width* and the maximum height is ccl:*screen-height*.

Unspecified dimensions default to 0.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

```
> (make-bitmap :height 100 :width 200)
#<Bitmap 200x100 856EE6>
```
make-bitmap-output-stream

Purpose:

The function make-bitmap-output-stream creates a bitmap output stream. The bitmap output stream can be attached to an already existing bitmap, or it can be attached to a new bitmap created by this function.

Syntax:

```
make-bitmap-output-stream
    &key :bitmap
    :extent :width :height
    :operation
    :initial-font
```

[Function]

Remarks:

The value of the :bitmap keyword argument must be a bitmap. The bitmap output stream is attached to that bitmap. If this keyword argument is omitted or nil, a new bitmap is created. The new bitmap's size can be specified with either the :width and :height keyword arguments or with the :extent keyword argument (whose value should be an extent). An unspecified width or height defaults to 0. Note: For the Allegro Window Tool Kit the maximum width is ccl:*screen-width* and the maximum height is ccl:*screen-height*.

The :operation keyword argument is the boolean operation used by the stream to write onto the bitmap. Its default value is the value of the constant boole-xor.

The :initial-font keyword argument is the font in which characters are painted onto the bitmap. The value of this keyword argument must be a font, a string, or a symbol. If the argument is a string or a symbol, the function find-font is called to find the font whose name is the string or symbol. The default value is the value of *default-font*.

The stream position of a newly created bitmap output stream is the position whose x-coordinate is 0 and whose y-coordinate is the baseline height of the initial font. Its linefeed distance is the height of the initial font.
Note: Do not attach an output stream to the bitmap that is associated with the root viewport.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
make-extent

Purpose:

The function make-extent creates an extent whose width is width and whose height is height.

Syntax:

make-extent &optional width height

[Function]

Remarks:

The arguments to make-extent are fixnums. If either argument is omitted, the default value 0 is used.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

> (make-extent)
"<Extent 0x0 855B3B>"
> (make-extent 100 200)
"<Extent 100x200 855B80>"
make-mouse-input-stream

Purpose:
The function `make-mouse-input-stream` creates a mouse input stream. A mouse input stream can queue both characters and mouse event objects.

Syntax:

```lisp
(make-mouse-input-stream &key :queue-mouse-events-p :viewport) [Function]
```

Remarks:
The `:queue-mouse-events-p` keyword argument determines whether this mouse input stream initially queues mouse event objects. The default value for this keyword argument is `nil`, which means that only characters are queued on the newly created mouse input stream.

The `:viewport` keyword argument is the viewport associated with the mouse input stream that is being created. If this keyword argument is omitted or `nil`, the mouse input stream is associated with the root viewport.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:
- `listen-any`
- `mouse-input-stream-queue-mouse-events-p`
- `peek-any read-any`
- `unread-any`
make-pop-up-menu

Purpose:

The function `make-pop-up-menu` creates a pop-up menu object.

Syntax:

```lisp
(make-pop-up-menu choice-list &optional default-value)
```

Remarks:

The argument `choice-list` is a list. Each element of the list is either a symbol or a cons whose car is a string.

If the element is a symbol, then when the function `pop-up-menu-choose` displays the pop-up menu, the print name of the element is displayed as one of the choices. If chosen, the element is returned as the value of `pop-up-menu-choose`.

If the element is a cons, then the car of the element, which must be a string, is displayed as one of the choices. If the element is chosen, the value of `pop-up-menu-choose` is the cdr of the cons.

If the mouse is moved off the choice menu, the `default-value` argument is returned. If this argument is omitted, the default value is nil.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:

`pop-up-menu-choose`
make-position

Purpose:

The function make-position creates a position. The coordinates of this position are the \( x \) and \( y \) arguments.

Syntax:

\[
\text{make-position} \quad \text{[Function]}
\]

\[
&optional \ x \ y
\]

Remarks:

The arguments must be nonnegative fixnums. If either argument is omitted, the default value 0 is used.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

\[
> \ (\text{make-position})
\]

\graphic{Position (0.0) 855C2D}

\[
> \ (\text{make-position} \ 100 \ 200)
\]

\graphic{Position (100,200) 855C3E}
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**make-region**

**Purpose:**

The function `make-region` creates a new region.

**Syntax:**

```lisp
(make-region [key :origin :x :y
             :extent :width :height
             :corner :corner-x :corner-y]
```

**Remarks:**

To create a region, you must specify two of the following three attributes of a region: its origin, its corner, and its size. A region's origin is its top-left position. A region's corner is the point just below and to the right of its bottom-right position. A region's size is its height and width.

You specify the origin of a region by specifying the position of the origin with the `:origin` keyword argument or by specifying the `:x`- and `:y`-coordinates of the origin separately with the `:x` and `:y` keyword arguments.

You specify the corner of a region by specifying the position of the corner with the `:corner` keyword argument or by specifying the `:x`- and `:y`-coordinates of the corner separately with the `:corner-x` and `:corner-y` keyword arguments.

You specify the size of a region by specifying the region's extent with the `:extent` keyword argument or by specifying the width and height of the region separately with the `:width` and `:height` keyword arguments.
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

`; You can specify a region whose origin is the point (400,500)
`; and whose corner is the point (480,690) in several different ways.
`; mid-screen is the position of the origin.
> (setq mid-screen (make-position 400 500))
#$<Position (400,500) 855D50>
`; ext is the size of the region.
> (setq ext (make-extent 80 90))
#$<Extent 80x90 855D64>
`; Give the origin and size of the region.
> (setq reg1 (make-region :origin mid-screen :extent ext))
#$<Region 80x90 at (400.500) 855D84>
`; Give the origin and size but specify each coordinate separately.
> (setq reg2 (make-region :x 400 :y 500 :width 80 :height 90))
#$<Region 80x90 at (400.500) 855DBE>
`; Give the size and the corner.
> (setq reg3 (make-region :extent ext
; :corner (make-position 480 590)))
#$<Region 80x90 at (400.500) 855DEB>
`; Verify that all three regions specify the same region.
> (region= reg1 reg2 reg3)
T
make-viewport

Purpose:

The function make-viewport creates a viewport. The viewport is attached to an already existing bitmap or to a newly created bitmap.

The function returns two values: the newly created viewport and the bitmap to which the viewport is attached.

Syntax:

```
(make-viewport &key :bitmap :width :height
               :bitmap-region
               :parent :fixed
               :screen-position
               :screen-x :screen-y
               :activate)
```

[Function]

Remarks:

The keyword options to this function are described as follows:

- :bitmap
  This keyword argument specifies the bitmap to which the viewport is attached. Its value must be a bitmap made with the function make-bitmap.
  If this keyword argument is omitted or nil, the viewport is attached to a new bitmap whose dimensions are specified by :width and :height.
- :width, :height
  These keyword arguments specify the width and height of the bitmap to which the viewport is attached. The value of each must be a nonnegative fixnum. If either is omitted or nil, its default value is 0. **Note:** For the Allegro Window Tool Kit the maximum width is `ccl:*screen-width*` and the maximum height is `ccl:*screen-height*`.  
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You only need to use `:width` and `:height` if `:bitmap` is omitted or nil.

- **:bitmap-region**
  This keyword argument specifies the viewport’s bitmap clipping region. Its value must be a region made with the function `make-region`.
  If this keyword argument is omitted or nil, the bitmap clipping region is the entire bitmap; thus, the viewport and bitmap have the same size.

- **:parent**
  This keyword argument specifies the parent viewport of the new viewport. Its value must be an existing viewport. If it is omitted or nil, the root viewport becomes the parent viewport. The new viewport is put at the top of its sibling stack.

- **:screen-position**
  This keyword argument specifies the position of the viewport’s top-left corner. Its value must be a position made with the function `make-position`.
  The `:screen-x` and `:screen-y` keyword arguments can be used as an alternative to `:screen-position`. The default value for the `:x`- and `y`-coordinates is 0.

- **:screen-x, :screen-y**
  These keyword arguments specify the coordinates of the viewport’s top-left corner relative to the root viewport. The value of each must be a nonnegative fixnum. If either is omitted, its default value is 0.

- **:activate**
  This keyword argument specifies whether the viewport is active or inactive. If it is omitted or non-nil, the viewport is active. If it is specified and nil, the viewport is inactive.

**Note**: A viewport’s screen clipping region is the region whose top-left corner is the point specified by either `:screen-position` or `:screen-x` and `:screen-y`, and whose extent is the same as that of the viewport’s bitmap clipping region.
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

;; To run this example, you must have already initialized the
;; Window Tool Kit.
;; Create a 100x200 bitmap and a viewport onto that bitmap.
> (make-viewport :width 100 :height 200)
#<Viewport 100x200 at (0,0) onto #<Bitmap 100x200 85516A> 855572>
#<Bitmap 100x200 85516A>
;; Create another 100x200 bitmap.
> (setq bitmap (make-bitmap :width 100 :height 200))
#<Bitmap 100x200 85560C>
;; Create a viewport onto that bitmap.
;; Note that the bitmap is returned
;; as the second value.
> (make-viewport :bitmap bitmap)
#<Viewport 100x200 at (0.0) onto #<Bitmap 100x200 85560C> 855A2A>
#<Bitmap 100x200 85560C>
make-window

Purpose:
The function make-window creates and returns a window.
A window combines the functionality of a viewport, a bitmap, a bitmap
output stream, and a mouse input stream. On the display screen, a
window appears as a viewport. It may be surrounded by a border and
may have a title. A window may also have a scroll bar.

Syntax:

make-window [Function]
&key :position :x :y
:extent :width :height
:inner-border-width :outer-border-width
:viewport-width :viewport-height
:initial-font :operation
:title :title-font
:parent :scroll :activate
:calculate-vertical-scroll-ratio
:calculate-horizontal-scroll-ratio
:vertical-scroll :horizontal-scroll
:calculate-horizontal-bubble-width
:calculate-vertical-bubble-height

Remarks:
The keyword options to this function are described as follows:

• :position
  This keyword argument specifies the position of the window’s top-
  left corner. Its value must be a position made with the function
  make-position.
The :x and :y keyword arguments can be used as an alternative to :position. The default value for the x- and y-coordinates is 0.

- :x, :y
  These keyword arguments specify the coordinates of the window's top-left corner relative to the root viewport. The value of each must be a nonnegative fixnum. If either is omitted, its default value is 0.

- :extent
  This keyword argument specifies the size of the window's bitmap. Its value must be an extent made with the function make-extent.
  The :width and :height keyword arguments can be used as an alternative to :extent.

- :width, :height
  These keyword arguments specify the size of the window's bitmap. The value of each must be nonnegative fixnum. If either is omitted or nil, its default value is 0. Note: For the Allegro Window Tool Kit the maximum width is ccl:*screen-width* and the maximum height is ccl:*screen-height*.

- :inner-border-width, :outer-border-width
  These keyword arguments specify the width of the window's inner and outer borders. The inner border is strip of white space that surrounds the viewport, and the outer border is a black box that surrounds the inner border. If :inner-border-width is omitted or nil, its default value is 1. If :outer-border-width is omitted or nil, its default value is 2.

- :viewport-width, :viewport-height
  These keyword arguments specify the width and height of the window's viewport. These dimensions can be different from those of the window's bitmap (specified with either :width and :height or :extent). However, if :viewport-width and :viewport-height are omitted or nil, their default values are the width and height of the bitmap respectively.
The total width of the window is the width of the viewport plus twice the thickness of the inner border plus twice the thickness of the outer border. The total height of the window is the height of the viewport plus twice the thickness of the inner border plus twice the thickness of the outer border plus the height of the title.

- **:initial-font**
  This keyword argument specifies the initial font used by the window's bitmap output stream. If it is omitted or nil, its default value is the value of the variable *default-font*.

- **:operation**
  This keyword argument specifies the boolean operation that the bitmap output stream uses to write onto the bitmap. Its value must be an acceptable first argument to the boole function. If it is omitted or nil, its default value is the value of the constant boole-xor. **Note:** For the Allegro Window Tool Kit only the following operations are defined: boole-1, boole-and, boole-andc1, boole-c1, boole-eqv, boole-ior, boole-orc1, boole-xor.

- **:title**
  This keyword argument specifies the title of the window. Its value must be a string. If the window has a title, it appears in a title bar at the top of the window. If this keyword argument is omitted or nil, the window has no title.

- **:title-font**
  This keyword argument specifies the font in which the title is displayed. If it is omitted or nil, its default value is the value of the :initial-font keyword argument.

- **:parent**
  This keyword argument specifies the parent viewport of the new viewport. Its value must be an existing viewport. If it is omitted or nil, the root viewport becomes the parent viewport. The new viewport is put at the top of its sibling stack.

- **:activate**
  This keyword argument specifies whether the viewport is active or inactive. If it is omitted or non-nil, the viewport is active. If it is nil, the viewport is inactive.
• :scroll
  This keyword argument specifies whether the window has scroll bars. If it is t, the window is created with scroll bars on the right and bottom. If it is omitted or nil, the window is created without scroll bars. Do not give this keyword any value other than t or nil.

• :calculate-horizontal-scroll-ratio,
  :calculate-vertical-scroll-ratio
  These keyword arguments calculate the vertical and horizontal scroll ratio respectively. The scroll ratio is a Common Lisp ratio between 0 and 1. Generally, the scroll ratio is the ratio of the current location of the window to the size of the window's underlying bitmap. However, window system developers may redefine the methods for scrolling and for calculating these ratios so that scrolling may be performed over an abstract bitmap or extent. If either keyword argument is specified, it must be a function that takes the window as an argument. The functions cannot be used with the macro setf to specify the respective ratios; they can only return a ratio or nil.

• :vertical-scroll, :horizontal-scroll
  These keyword arguments replace the default scrolling methods for the window. If either is given, it must be a function that takes two arguments: the window to be scrolled and a vertical or horizontal scroll ratio that describes the location of scrolling.

• :calculate-horizontal-bubble-width,
  :calculate-vertical-bubble-height
  These keyword arguments replace the default scrolling methods for the window. If either is given, it must be a function that takes two arguments: the window to be scrolled and the maximum width of the vertical scroll bar bubble or the maximum height of the horizontal scroll bar bubble. By default the bubble size corresponds to the ratio of the size of the viewport to the size of the window's underlying bitmap.
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

;; To run this example, you must have already initialized the
;; Window Tool Kit.
> (setq w (make-window :width 100 :height 200 :title "hello"))
#<WINDOW 4AC0AB>
> (windowp w)
T

See Also:

window-vertical-scroll-ratio
window-horizontal-scroll-ratio
mouse-x, mouse-y

Purpose:
The functions mouse-x and mouse-y return the current x- and y-coordinates of the mouse. These positions are relative to the root viewport.

Syntax:

mouse-x [Function]
mouse-y [Function]

Remarks:
These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

See Also:
mouse-event-x
mouse-event-y
move-mouse
mouse-cursor-p

Purpose:
The predicate mouse-cursor-p tests whether its argument object is a mouse cursor object. It returns true if object is a mouse cursor object.

Syntax:

mouse-cursor-p [Function]
    object

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
mouse-event-p

Purpose:

The predicate mouse-event-p tests whether its argument object is a mouse event object. It returns true if object is a mouse event object.

Syntax:

mouse-event-p                     [Function]
      object

Remarks:

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
mouse-event-x, mouse-event-y, mouse-event-event-type

Purpose:

These functions access the fields of a mouse event object.

The functions mouse-event-x and mouse-event-y give the x- and y-coordinates of the mouse when the mouse event occurred that created the mouse event object. These coordinates are relative to the viewport that owns the mouse input stream on which the mouse event object was read.

The function mouse-event-event-type returns a keyword that indicates what mouse event created a particular mouse event object.

Syntax:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mouse-event-x} & \quad \text{[Function]} \\
& \quad \text{mouse-event-object} \\
\text{mouse-event-y} & \quad \text{[Function]} \\
& \quad \text{mouse-event-object} \\
\text{mouse-event-event-type} & \quad \text{[Function]} \\
& \quad \text{mouse-event-object}
\end{align*}
\]

Remarks:

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.
mouse-input

Purpose:
The function mouse-input determines where mouse input is sent.

Syntax:

    mouse-input

    [Function]

Remarks:
The value of the function mouse-input is examined when a mouse event occurs. If the expression (mouse-input-stream-queue-mouse-events-p (mouse-input)) is non-nil, an object encoding the mouse event is appended to the mouse input stream that is the value of the expression (mouse-input)
.

The setf macro can be used with this function to change the stream to which mouse input is sent. The second argument to setf must be a mouse input stream.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
mouse-input-stream-interrupt-char

Purpose:
The function mouse-input-stream-interrupt-char returns the function that is called when the given character is typed to a mouse input stream.

Syntax:

mouse-input-stream-interrupt-char [Function]
mouse-input-stream char

Remarks:
The function returned by mouse-input-stream-interrupt-char takes two arguments: mouse-input-stream and char. The function is called as soon as char is typed to mouse-input-stream.

If the char argument is not an interrupt character, this function returns nil.

You can use the setf macro to modify a character's interrupt handler. If you set the function value to nil, char is no longer an interrupt character on mouse-input-stream. If you set the function value to a function of two arguments, char becomes an interrupt character, and the function is called when char is typed.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
mouse-input-stream-p

Purpose:
The predicate mouse-input-stream-p tests whether its argument object is a mouse input stream. It returns true if object is a mouse input stream.

Syntax:

mouse-input-stream-p object

[Function]

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
mouse-input-stream-queue-mouse-events-p

Purpose:
When a mouse event occurs, the predicate mouse-input-stream-queue-mouse-events-p is called on the mouse input stream that is
the value of the function mouse-input. If the value returned is non-nil, a mouse event object encoding the mouse event is queued on the
mouse input stream that is the value of the function mouse-input.

Syntax:

    mouse-input-stream-queue-mouse-events-p [Function]
                        mouse-input-stream

Remarks:
You can use the setf macro with this function to cause a mouse input
stream to start or stop queueing mouse event objects.
The initial value for this function can be set in the function make-
mouse-input-stream with the :queue-mouse-events-p keyword
argument.
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:
make-mouse-input-stream read-any
mouse-input-stream-viewport

Purpose:
The function `mouse-input-stream-viewport` returns the viewport that is associated with a mouse input stream.

Syntax:

```
mouse-input-stream-viewport [Function]
mouse-input-stream
```

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
move-mouse

Purpose:
The function move-mouse moves the mouse cursor from its current position to the position specified by the $x$ and $y$ arguments.

Syntax:

```
move-mouse
  x y
```

Remarks:
This function does not work for the Allegro Window Tool Kit.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
move-viewport

Purpose:
The function move-viewport moves a viewport’s origin so that its top-left corner is at the point whose screen coordinates are specified by the \( x \) and \( y \) arguments.

Syntax:

\[
\text{move-viewport} \quad \text{viewport} \ x \ y
\]

[Function]

Remarks:
The root viewport cannot be moved.
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
peek-any

Purpose:
The function **peek-any** peeks at and returns the next character or mouse event object in a mouse input stream without reading it. The character or mouse event object is read at a later time.

You can also use **peek-any** for skipping over characters and mouse event objects in the input stream until a particular character is encountered.

Syntax:

```
peek-any &optional peek-type mouse-input-stream
```

[Function]

Remarks:

**Note**: For the X Window Tool Kit the input functions may return keywords like :escape, :meta-a, or :ff instead of characters.

The argument `mouse-input-stream` specifies a mouse input stream. If this argument is omitted or nil, the mouse input stream that is the value of the function `mouse-input` is used. If the `mouse-input-stream` argument is t, the mouse input stream that is the value of the function `keyboard-input` is used.

The `peek-type` argument specifies the type of object searched for on the mouse input stream. If `peek-type` is specified, it must be either nil, t, or a character. If this argument is omitted, the `peek-type` argument defaults to nil.

If the `peek-type` argument is nil, **peek-any** looks at and returns the next character or mouse event object in the mouse input stream without reading it from the stream.

If the `peek-type` argument is a character, then **peek-any** discards characters and mouse event objects from the front of the input stream until it encounters a character that is equal to (`char=`) the `peek-type` argument. That character is returned without being read from the stream.
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:

keyboard-input
listen-any
mouse-event-p
mouse-input
read-any
read-any-no-hang
pop-up-menu-choose

Purpose:
The function pop-up-menu-choose displays a pop-up menu specified by the pop-up-menu-object argument. The menu appears on the display screen near the current position of the mouse. You can choose one of the objects on the menu by clicking a mouse button on top of the selected item, or you can move the mouse off the menu.

Syntax:

pop-up-menu-choose [Function]
pop-up-menu-object

Remarks:
Once you have made a choice or moved the mouse off the menu, the menu disappears and two values are returned. The first value is the item that you selected, and the second is a keyword that indicates which button you used to select the item. If you did not make a selection and the menu has a default value, the default value and nil are returned; if the menu does not have a default value, both of the values returned are nil.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:
make-pop-up-menu
pop-up-menu-p

Purpose:

The predicate `pop-up-menu-p` tests whether its argument `object` is a pop-up menu. It returns true if `object` is a pop-up menu.

Syntax:

```
pop-up-menu-p [Function]
  object
```

Remarks:

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
position-x, position-y

Purpose:
The functions `position-x` and `position-y` return the x- and y-coordinates respectively of a position.

Syntax:

```
position-x
    position

position-y
    position
```

[Function]

Remarks:
You can use the `setf` macro with the functions `position-x` and `position-y` to set the x- and y-coordinates of a position.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

Examples:

```
> (setq pos (make-position 100 200))
#<position (100.200) 595ba3>
> (position-x pos)
100
> (setf (position-y pos) 300)
300
> pos
#<position (100,300) 595ba3>
```
positionp

Purpose:
The predicate positionp tests whether its argument object is a position. It returns true if object is a position.

Syntax:

\[
\text{positionp} \quad \text{object} \\
\]

[Function]

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

\[
> \text{(positionp (make-position 100 200))} \\
T \\
> \text{(positionp 7)} \\
NIL
\]
read-any, read-any-no-hang

Purpose:
The functions read-any and read-any-no-hang read either a single character or a single mouse event object from a mouse input stream.

Syntax:

read-any
&optional mouse-input-stream

read-any-no-hang
&optional mouse-input-stream

[Function]

Remarks:

Note: For the X Window Tool Kit the input functions may return keywords like :escape, :meta-a, or :f1 instead of characters.

The argument mouse-input-stream specifies a mouse input stream. If this argument is omitted or nil, the mouse input stream that is the value of the function mouse-input is used. If the mouse-input-stream argument is t, the mouse input stream that is the value of the function keyboard-input is used.

If there is no character or mouse event object ready to be input, the function read-any waits until a character is typed to the stream or a mouse event occurs on the stream mouse-input-stream. In this same situation, the function read-any-no-hang returns the value nil without waiting.
These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

See Also:

  keyboard-input
  listen-any
  make-mouse-input-stream
  mouse-event-p
  mouse-input
  mouse-input-stream-queue-mouse-events-p
  peek-any
  unread-any
refresh-windows

Purpose:
The function refresh-windows runs all pending active region methods and interrupt character methods. Call refresh-windows inside the body of a with-asynchronous-method-allowed macro to guarantee that interrupts can occur asynchronously.

Syntax:

```
refresh-windows
```

[Function]

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:

- with-asynchronous-method-invocation-allowed
region-contains-point-p, region-contains-position-p

Purpose:
The predicates region-contains-point-p and region-contains-position-p test whether a given position is in a given region.
The predicate region-contains-point-p is true if the position whose coordinates are x and y is in the given region.
The predicate region-contains-position-p is true when the position position is in the given region.

Syntax:

region-contains-point-p
    region x y

region-contains-position-p
    region position

Remarks:
These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

Examples:

;; Create a region whose origin is (100,100)
;; and whose corner is (400,300).
> (setq reg (make-region :x 100 :y 100 :width 300 :height 200))
#<region 300x200 at {100,100} $96507>
> (region-contains-point-p reg 150 299)
T
> (region-contains-position-p reg (make-position 150 300))
NIL
region-corner, region-corner-x, region-corner-y, region-height, region-width, region-origin, region-origin-x, region-origin-y, region-size

Purpose:
Each of these functions returns a component of a region.

Syntax:

region-corner region [Function]
 &optional result-position

region-corner-x region [Function]

region-corner-y region [Function]

region-height region [Function]

region-width region [Function]

region-origin region &optional result-position [Function]

region-origin-x region [Function]

region-origin-y region [Function]

region-size region &optional result-extent [Function]

Remarks:
You can use the macro setf with all these functions.
If a result-position argument is given for region-corner and region-origin, that position is modified to the region's corner position or origin position and returned. Otherwise a new position is created and returned.
If a `result-extent` argument is given for `region-extent`, that extent is modified to the region’s extent and then returned. Otherwise a new extent is created and returned.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

Examples:

;; Create a region whose origin is (400,500)
;; and whose corner is (480,590).
> (setq r (make-region :x 400 :y 500 :width 80 :height 90))
#<region 80x90 at (400..500) ada243>
> (region-corner r)
#<position (480,590) ada2e3>
> (region-corner-x r)
480
> (region-corner-y r)
590
> (region-height r)
90
> (region-width r)
80
> (region-origin r)
#<position (400,500) adb1db>
> (region-origin-x r)
400
> (region-origin-y r)
500
> (region-size r)
#<extent 80x90 adb253>
region-intersection, region-union

Purpose:

The function region-intersection returns the region covered in common by all of the given regions. If there is no intersection, it returns nil.

The function region-union returns the smallest region that contains all of the supplied regions.

Syntax:

region-intersection
  region region &rest regions

region-union
  region region &rest regions

[Function]

Remarks:

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

Examples:

> (setq r1 (make-region :x 0 :y 0 :width 100 :height 200))
#<region 100x200 at (0.0) 5ac098>
> (setq r2 (make-region :x 50 :y 150 :width 100 :height 100))
#<region 100x100 at (50.150) 5ac0bd>
> (region-union r1 r2)
#<region 150x250 at (0.0) 5ac0ce>
> (region-intersection r1 r2)
#<region 50x50 at (50.150) 5ac0e3>
region<, region<=, region=, region/=, region>, region>=

Purpose:
These functions test containment and equality for regions.
The predicate region< is true if each argument except the last is contained in the following argument.
The predicate region<= is true if each argument except the last is contained in or equals the following argument.
The predicate region= is true if every argument is the same region.
The predicate region/= is true if no two arguments are the same region.
The predicate region> is true if each argument except the last contains the argument that follows it.
The predicate region>= is true if each argument except the last contains or is equal to the argument that follows it.

Syntax:

region<
  region region & rest regions

region<=
  region region & rest regions

region=
  region region & rest regions

region/= 
  region region & rest regions

region>
  region region & rest regions

region>=
  region region & rest regions
region\( \geq \) [Function]
region region &rest regions

Remarks:
These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
> & (setq \negline
\quad \text{region1 (make-region :x 0 :y 0 :corner-x 100 :corner-y 100)}
\quad \text{region2 (make-region :x 0 :y 0 :corner-x 100 :corner-y 101)}
\quad \text{region3 (make-region :x 50 :y 50 :corner-x 200 :corner-y 300)}
\quad \text{region4 (make-region :x 200 :y 300 :corner-x 500 :corner-y 700)}
\quad \text{region5 (make-region :x 150 :y 299 :corner-x 500 :corner-y 701)}
\quad \text{region6 (make-region :x 150 :y 299 :corner-x 500 :corner-y 700)}
\end{align*}
\]

#<Region 350x401 at (150.299) 4850CB>

\[
\begin{align*}
> & (region< region1 region2) \negline
\quad T
> & (region< region1 region1) \negline
\quad NIL
> & (region< region1 region2) \negline
\quad T
> & (region< region1 region1) \negline
\quad T
> & (region= region1 region1) \negline
\quad T
> & (region> region2 region1) \negline
\quad T
> & (region> region2 region2) \negline
\quad NIL
> & (region> region2 region1) \negline
\quad T
> & (region> region2 region2) \negline
\quad T
\end{align*}
\]
;; For region/= to be true, the regions must be all different.
> (region/= region1 region2 region3 region4 region5 region6)
  T
> (region/= region1 region2 region3 region4 region5 region6 region1)
  NIL
> (region= region1 region1 region1 region1 region1)
  T
> (region= region1 region2)
  NIL
regionp

Purpose:
The predicate regionp tests whether its argument object is a region. It returns true if object is a region.

Syntax:

\begin{verbatim}
regionp
  object
\end{verbatim}

[Function]

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:
\begin{verbatim}
> (regionp (make-region :x 0 :y 0 :width 100 :height 200))
T
> (regionp 8)
NIL
\end{verbatim}
reshape-viewport

Purpose:

The function reshape-viewport moves and reshapes a viewport so that its screen region is the region specified by the keyword arguments.

Syntax:

```
reshape-viewport
    viewport &key :region :x :y
    :width :height
    :corner-x :corner-y
```

[Function]

Remarks:

The keyword arguments are used to specify the new region. All coordinates are given in terms of the root viewport. You must specify enough keyword arguments to identify the region uniquely.

The :x and :y keyword arguments specify the x- and y-coordinates respectively of the top-left corner of the region.

The :corner-x and :corner-y keyword arguments specify the x- and y-coordinates respectively of the point just below and to the right of the region.

The :width and :height keyword arguments specify the width and height respectively of the region.

Moving a viewport also moves all of its descendants.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
root-viewport

Purpose:
The function root-viewport returns the root viewport.

Syntax:

\texttt{root-viewport} \hspace{1cm} [Function]

Remarks:
The root viewport is a viewport onto a special bitmap that requires less memory but has limited capabilities. You cannot modify the bits of this special bitmap in any way without signaling an error.
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
stream-current-font

Purpose:
The function stream-current-font returns the current font of a bitmap output stream.

Syntax:

stream-current-font

          [Function]

       bitmap-output-stream

Remarks:
You can use the macro setf to modify the stream’s current font. The second argument to setf must be a font. Changing a stream’s current font does not modify the stream’s linefeed distance.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:
;; Create a 100x200 bitmap.
> (setq bmp (make-bitmap :height 100 :width 200))
<Bitmap 200x100 5ACEC3>
;; Create a bitmap output stream to that bitmap.
> (setq b-o-s (make-bitmap-output-stream :bitmap bmp))
<Output-Stream to <Bitmap 200x100 5ACEC3> 5AD21D>
;; The bitmap output stream's current font is *default-font*.
> (eq (stream-current-font *) *default-font*)
T

See Also:
stream-linefeed-distance
stream-draw-circle, stream-draw-line, stream-draw-polyline

Purpose:

The function stream-draw-circle draws a circle of radius radius around a bitmap output stream’s current position.

The function stream-draw-line draws a line segment from a bitmap output stream’s current position to the position end. The bitmap output stream’s new current position becomes the position end.

The function stream-draw-polyline draws a series of connected line segments, starting at a bitmap output stream’s current position and then going through each position in a sequence of positions. The current position of the bitmap output stream is left at the final position.

Syntax:

```scheme
stream-draw-circle [Function]
    bitmap-output-stream radius
    &key :width :operation

stream-draw-line [Function]
    bitmap-output-stream end
    &key :width :operation

stream-draw-polyline [Function]
    bitmap-output-stream positions
    &key :width :operation
```

Remarks:

If the :width keyword argument is specified, it defines the line width that is used for drawing the line segments and circles. For the function stream-draw-circle, the border is drawn so that its outer edge is at the specified radius; the width must be less than or equal to the radius. If this keyword argument is omitted or nil, the default value 1 is used.

The value of the keyword argument :operation controls how the bits that are written onto the bitmap are combined with the bits that are already there. If this keyword argument is omitted or nil, the bitmap output stream’s operation is used. You can find that operation by using the function stream-operation.
These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

See Also:

draw-circle
draw-line
draw-polyline
stream-operation
stream-linefeed-distance

Purpose:

The function stream-linefeed-distance accesses the linefeed distance of a bitmap output stream.

Syntax:

stream-linefeed-distance [Function]
bitmap-output-stream

Remarks:

You can use the setf macro with this function to modify a bitmap output stream's linefeed distance.

When a bitmap output stream is created, its linefeed distance is the height of the initial font.

A stream's linefeed distance is used when one of the Common Lisp output functions sends a newline character to the bitmap output stream. The bitmap output stream's y-coordinate is incremented by the linefeed distance, and the x-coordinate is set to 0.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
stream-operation

Purpose:
The function stream-operation returns a bitmap output stream’s default bitblt operation, which is used in writing characters or figures to the bitmap output stream’s bitmap.

Syntax:

```
(stream-operation
  [Function]
  bitmap-output-stream)
```

Remarks: You can use the macro setf with this function to set a new value. The new value must be an acceptable first argument to the boole function. Note: For the Allegro Window Tool Kit only the following operations are defined: boole-1, boole-and, boole-andc1, boole-c1, boole-eqv, boole-ior, boole-orc1, boole-xor.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

```
;; Create a 100x200 bitmap.
> (setq x (make-bitmap :height 100 :width 200))
#<Bitmap 200x100 AD476B>
;; Create a bitmap output stream to that bitmap.
;; Specify an operation.
> (setq b-o-s (make-bitmap-output-stream :bitmap x :operation boole-1))
#<Output-Stream to #<Bitmap 200x100 AD476B> AD5483>
;; The stream operation of b-o-s is the specified operation.
> (eql (stream-operation b-o-s) boole-1)
T
```
stream-position, stream-x-position, stream-y-position

Purpose:
These functions return the output position of a bitmap output stream. The output position specifies the next position for writing to the bitmap output stream’s bitmap.
The function stream-position returns a position.
The function stream-x-position returns the x-coordinate of the position.
The function stream-y-position returns the y-coordinate of the position.

Syntax:

stream-position [Function]
  bitmap-output-stream
  &optional result-position
stream-x-position [Function]
  bitmap-output-stream
stream-y-position [Function]
  bitmap-output-stream

Remarks:
If a result-position argument is given for the function stream-position, that position is modified to the output position and then returned. Otherwise a new position is created and returned.
You can use the setf macro with these functions to modify a bitmap output stream’s position.
When a bitmap output stream is created, its stream position is the position whose x-coordinate is 0 and whose y-coordinate is the baseline height of the initial font.
These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

Examples:

;; Create a bitmap and a bitmap output stream.
> (setq b-o-s (make-bitmap-output-stream :width 100 :height 200))
#<Output-Stream to #<Bitmap 100x200 AD75BB> AD8463>
;; Check the initial value.
> (and (= 0 (stream-z-position b-o-s))
    (= (font-baseline *default-font*) (stream-y-position b-o-s)))
T
;; Set the z position to a new value.
> (setf (stream-z-position b-o-s) 50)
50
string-width

Purpose:
The function `string-width` determines how many bits wide the string `string` is when printed in the font `font`.

Syntax:

```
string-width
    string font
```

[Function]

Remarks:

**Note:** The function `string-width` is **not exported** from the Allegro Window Tool Kit! Please refer to it with `windows::string-width`.

The function may give false results if the string contains any characters that cannot be printed, such as the newline character. The space character is a printable character.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
unread-any

Purpose:
The function **unread-any** returns a character or mouse event object to the front of a mouse input stream's queue. The character or mouse event object must be the same object that was last read from the queue.

Syntax:

```
unread-any [Function]
  char-or-mouse-event &optional mouse-input-stream
```

Remarks:
The argument **mouse-input-stream** specifies a mouse input stream. If this argument is omitted or nil, the mouse input stream that is the value of the function **mouse-input** is used. If the **mouse-input-stream** argument is t, the mouse input stream that is the value of the function **keyboard-input** is used.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:

* keyboard-input
* mouse-input
* read-any
viewport-active-p

Purpose:

The function `viewport-active-p` returns true if the viewport `viewport` is active. If the viewport is not active the function returns nil.

Syntax:

```
viewport-active-p
viewport
```

Remarks:

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:

- activate-viewport
- deactivate-viewport
viewport-at-point, viewport-at-position

Purpose:

The function `viewport-at-point` interprets \( z \) and \( y \) as the coordinates of a point on the screen. It returns as its value the viewport that is displayed at that point on the screen.

The function `viewport-at-position` is identical to `viewport-at-point` except that it is passed a single position argument rather than \( x \) and \( y \)-coordinates.

Syntax:

\[
\text{viewport-at-point} \quad \text{[Function]} \\
\quad \text{x y} \\
\text{viewport-at-position} \quad \text{[Function]} \\
\quad \text{position}
\]

Remarks:

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.
viewport-bitmap

Purpose:
The function `viewport-bitmap` returns a viewport's underlying bitmap.

Syntax:

```
viewport-bitmap [Function]
viewport
```

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
viewport-bitmap-offset, viewport-bitmap-x-offset, viewport-bitmap-y-offset

Purpose:

The function viewport-bitmap-offset returns the position that represents the offset (from the bitmap’s origin) of a viewport’s origin. This offset indicates what part of the bitmap is being displayed in the viewport.

The functions viewport-bitmap-x-offset and viewport-bitmap-y-offset return the x- and y-coordinates of the offset respectively.

Syntax:

```
viewport-bitmap-offset
  viewport &optional result-position

viewport-bitmap-x-offset
  viewport

viewport-bitmap-y-offset
  viewport
```

Remarks:

If a result-position argument is given for the function viewport-bitmap-offset, that position is modified to the viewport’s offset and returned. Otherwise a new position containing the viewport’s offset is created and returned.

You can use the setf macro with these functions to change the viewport’s offset. In particular, modifying viewport-bitmap-y-offset causes vertical scrolling.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.
viewport-bitmap-region, viewport-screen-region

Purpose:

The function \texttt{viewport-bitmap-region} returns a copy of a viewport’s bitmap clipping region.

The function \texttt{viewport-screen-region} returns a copy of a viewport’s screen clipping region.

Syntax:

\begin{verbatim}
viewport-bitmap-region   [Function]
    viewport &optional result-region

viewport-screen-region   [Function]
    viewport &optional result-region
\end{verbatim}

Remarks:

If a region is passed as the second argument to these functions, the result is copied into that region object and returned; otherwise a new region is created.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.
viewport-children, viewport-parent

Purpose:
The function `viewport-children` returns a list of a viewport’s children. The list is in the same order as the children’s sibling stack.

The function `viewport-parent` returns a viewport’s parent.

Syntax:

```
viewport-children
  viewport

viewport-parent
  viewport
```

[Function]

Remarks:
The `setf` macro for `viewport-parent` changes a viewport’s parent. The viewport is put at the top of the sibling stack of its new parent’s children.

You cannot use the `setf` macro with the function `viewport-children`.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.
viewportp

Purpose:

The predicate viewportp tests whether its argument object is a viewport. It returns true if object is a viewport.

Syntax:

viewportp object

[Function]

Remarks:

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

;; To run this example, you must have already initialized the
;; Window Tool Kit.
;; Create a 10x10 bitmap and a viewport onto that bitmap.
;; Note that make-viewport returns two values,
;; the viewport and the bitmap.
> (multiple-value-setq (vwpt btmp) (make-viewport :width 10 :height 10))
#Viewport 10x10 at (0,0) onto #<Bitmap 10x10 40D4E5> 40D51D>
> (viewportp vwpt)
T
> (viewportp btmp)
NIL
window-frame

Purpose:

The function `window-frame` returns the window frame that is associated with a given window.

Syntax:

```
window-frame window
```

Remarks:

The window frame can be thought of as a special bitmap; the image that this bitmap displays on the screen is the window’s frame. You cannot modify the bits of this special bitmap in any way without signaling an error. You may attach active regions to window frames in the same way that you normally attach active regions to bitmaps.

You cannot use the `setf` macro with this function.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
window-inner-border-width, window-outer-border-width

Purpose:

The function window-inner-border-width returns the width of the inner border of the window.

The function window-outer-border-width returns the width of the outer border of the window.

The window border consists of two strips: the black strip around the edge of the window is the outer border, and the white strip inside the black strip is the inner border.

Syntax:

window-inner-border-width [Function]
window

window-outer-border-width [Function]
window

Remarks:

The setf macro can be used with these functions to modify the widths of the inner and outer borders of a window.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.
window-title, window-title-font

Purpose:
The function window-title returns the title of a window as a string.
The function window-title-font returns the font in which a window's
title is displayed.

Syntax:

window-title [Function]
window

window-title-font [Function]
window

Remarks:
Note: The function window-title is not exported from the Allegro
Window Tool Kit! Please refer to it with windows::window-title.

You can use the setf macro with the function window-title to modify
the title of a window. The second argument to setf must be a string.

You can use the setf macro with the function window-title-font.
Doing so redraws the title of the window in the new font.
These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

Examples:

;; To run this example, you must have already initialized the
;; Window Tool Kit.
;; Create a window with the title "hello".
> (setq w (make-window :width 100 :height 200 :title "hello"))
#<WINDOW 4AC0AB>
> (window-title w)
"hello"
;; Note that the title font is *default-font*.
> (eq (window-title-font w) *default-font*)
T
;; Modify the title.
> (setf (window-title w) "new-name")
"new-name"
> (window-title w)
"new-name"
window-vertical-scroll-ratio, window-horizontal-scroll-ratio

Purpose:
The functions window-vertical-scroll-ratio and window-horizontal-scroll-ratio return the vertical and horizontal scroll ratio respectively of a given window.

Syntax:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{window-vertical-scroll-ratio} & \quad \text{[Function]} \\
\text{window} & \\
\text{window-horizontal-scroll-ratio} & \quad \text{[Function]} \\
\text{window} &
\end{align*}
\]

Remarks:
The scroll ratio is a Common Lisp ratio between 0 and 1. Generally the scroll ratio is the ratio of the current location of the window to the size of the window's underlying bitmap. However, window system developers may redefine the methods for scrolling and for calculating these ratios so that scrolling may be performed over an abstract bitmap or extent.

These functions may be used with the macro setf to specify a vertical or horizontal ratio for the given window.

These functions are extensions to Common Lisp.

See Also:
make-window
windowp

Purpose:
The predicate windowp tests whether its argument object is a window.
It returns true if object is a window.

Syntax:

\[
\text{windowp} \quad \text{[Function]} \\
\text{object}
\]

Remarks:
This function is an extension to Common Lisp.

Examples:

;; To run this example, you must have already initialized the
;; Window Tool Kit.
> (setq w (make-window :width 100 :height 200 :title "hello"))
#<WINDOW 4AC0AB>
> (windowp w)
T
> (windowp 7)
NIL
windows-available-p

Purpose:
The function `windows-available-p` checks the Lisp environment for a window system that is capable of supporting the Window Tool Kit.

Syntax:

```
windows-available-p
```

[Function]

Remarks:
The function `windows-available-p` returns as values the display width in pixels and the display height in pixels if a window system can be run from the current process; otherwise the function returns nil. The returned display parameters can be used in subsequent calls to `initialize-windows`.

This function is an extension to Common Lisp.
with-asynchronous-method-invocation-allowed

Purpose:

The macro `with-asynchronous-method-invocation-allowed` allows active region methods and interrupt character methods to occur asynchronously rather than sequentially.

It is only used inside the body of an active region method or an interrupt character method. The `form` arguments are evaluated. Any pending active region methods and any interrupt character methods that would normally be queued until the current method terminated are instead run immediately.

Syntax:

```
with-asynchronous-method-invocation-allowed [Macro]
   {form}* 
```

Remarks:

Normally, all active region and interrupt character methods are executed sequentially. However, sometimes an active region or interrupt character method needs to wait for the action taken by another active region method or interrupt character method to occur. The macro `with-asynchronous-method-invocation-allowed` provides for this.

The `form` arguments are evaluated in an an environment where pending active region methods and interrupt character methods are allowed to run. These methods are executed sequentially with respect to each other unless one of them contains a `with-asynchronous-method-invocation-allowed` form, that contains the expression `(refresh-windows)`. In this case all pending methods are executed before that method terminates.

This macro is an extension to Common Lisp.

See Also:

`refresh-windows`
with-fast-drawing-environment

Purpose:
The macro with-fast-drawing-environment groups display operations. Overhead operations that are required to produce output are executed only once rather than for every display operation in the group.

Syntax:

with-fast-drawing-environment [Macro]
{form}*  

Remarks:
The output for the group may not appear on the screen until the macro is exited. Therefore, you should not use this macro to group operations that require user input or that will run for a long time.

This macro is an extension to Common Lisp.
with-mouse-methods-preempted

Purpose:

The with-mouse-methods-preempted macro evaluates each of its form arguments. While these forms are being evaluated, any active region that is not attached to the bitmap argument is disabled. Its methods are not called even if a mouse event occurs inside it.

The bitmap argument can also be nil. In this case, all active regions are disabled.

Syntax:

```
with-mouse-methods-preempted [Macro]
   bitmap {form}*  
```

Remarks:

The results of evaluating the last form are returned as the results of with-mouse-methods-preempted.

This macro is an extension to Common Lisp.
A  Allegro Window Tool Kit versus X Window Tool Kit

A.1  Fonts

Be careful, when specifying a font: Allegro and X have different fonts. Use *default-font* to make your program independent from the machine type.

A.2  Bitmap-Size

For the Allegro Window Tool Kit the maximum width is ccl:*screen-width* and the maximum height is ccl:*screen-height*.

A.3  Exported Functions

The following functions are not exported from the Allegro Window Tool Kit: make-bitmap, string-width, window-title.

The following functions are not exported from the X Window Tool Kit: draw-line font-name.

A.4  Input-Functions

For the X Window Tool Kit the input functions may return keywords like :escape, :meta-a, or :escape instead of characters.

A.5  Boole-Constants

For the Allegro Window Tool Kit only the following operations are defined: boole-1, boole-and, boole-andc1, boole-c1, boole-eqv, boole-ior, boole-orc1, boole-xor.
A.6 Bitmap-Value

The `setf` macro is not defined for use with function `bitmap-value` for the X Window Tool Kit.

A.7 Move-Mouse

The function `move-mouse` does not work for the Allegro Window Tool Kit.

A.8 Mouse-Cursors

Be careful, when specifying a mouse-cursor: Allegro and X have different mouse-cursors. Use `(current-mouse-cursor)` to make your program independent from the machine type.
B  Installation of the Window Tool Kit

B.1  Installation of the Allegro Window Tool Kit

Double-click the icon of the file ”atoolkit.image.anlegen”. This creates the Allegro Window Tool Kit Image ”atoolkit.image”. (Note: When the ”atoolkit.image” is started, it first tries to load the file ”init.fasl” from the home directory. If this fails it tries to load the file ”init.lisp”) from the home directory.)

When the window system is initialized (see initialize-windows) it tries to load the mouse-cursor resource-file ”mouse-cursor.lisp” from the directory, where ”atoolkit.image” was created. If you want the window system to load the mouse-cursor resource-file from somewhere else you can either copy that file to ”ccl:A-window-toolkit:mouse-cursor.lisp” or you can change the value of the variable user::*windows.dir* to the directory-path of the resource-file.

B.2  Installation of the X Window Tool Kit

1. Start Common Lisp.
2. Make sure that CLX is loaded; otherwise load it.
3. Load file ”load-xtoolkit.lisp”.
4. Create an image of the X Window Tool Kit.
   (For KCL this means: (save ”xwtk”))
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